In this study, we investigate numerically the terahertz radiation from the mesa-structured intrinsic Josephson junctions (IJJs). The Sine-Gordon equation for inside of the mesa, and the Maxwell equation for outside of the mesa, are solved simultaneously. We consider the influence of a hot spot in the mesa where j c locally decreases, and calculate the radiation power as a function of the voltage. We observe strong radiation when the ac Josephson frequency satisfies the cavity resonance condition. For this strong radiation from the IJJs mesa, we calculate the radiation patterns. The radiation patterns reflect the existence of two types of internal modes: a uniform background mode and a cavity resonance mode. Furthermore, the radiation patterns are strongly affected by the diffraction at substrate edges.
Introduction
High-T c superconductors have received much attention as strong candidates for compact solid-state THz source after Ozyuzer et al., reported radiation of coherent THz wave from Bi 2 Sr 2 CaCu 2 O 8+δ (Bi2212) single crystal [1] . The Bi2212 forms intrinsic Josephson junctions (IJJs), that is, natural stacks of Josephson junctions composed of the stacking of superconducting CuO 2 layers and insulating layers. Thus, the ac Josephson currents flow through the crystals under dc bias voltages. Intense electromagnetic (EM) radiation has been reported in both experimental and theoretical studies when the ac Josephson frequencies satisfy the cavity resonant frequencies which are determined by the mesa geometies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . However, the precise nature of the radiation mechanism is not fully understood.
The radiation pattern is a one of a fundamental property of a EM wave emitter for practical use. Furthermore the radiation patterns give us a clues to elucidate the internal EM modes. Klemm and Kadowaki have recently investigated the internal mode of the IJJs by analyzing the experimental radiation patterns [2] [3] [4] using antenna theory [18] [19] [20] . For the interpretation of the experimental results, they assumed the existence of two types of radiation sources: the uniform part of ac Josephson current and the non-uniform part of ac Josephson current corresponding to cavity resonant modes. However, they did not calculate the phase dynamics in the IJJs. On the other hand, Matsumoto and Koyama numerically investigated the phase dynamics in the IJJs explicitly and calculated the radiation pattern using a two-dimensional model [13] [14] [15] . They reported strong emissions from IJJs in the cavity resonance conditions and discussed the relation between the internal modes and the radiation patterns. However, in two-dimensional model, we can not treat correctly the EM field emitted from three-dimensional rectangular IJJs. Moreover, the radiation patterns emitted by inhomogeneous samples have not been investigated in previous studies. Recently, Wang et al., have reported the appearance of hot spots where the temperature is locally high [21] [22] [23] , and these inhomogeneities are considered to affect the emission from the IJJs. In this paper, we present a three-dimensional simulation of the radiation from IJJs mesa to clarify the relation between EM modes in the mesa and the radiation patterns. In particular, we focus on the radiation from the IJJs having a hot spot. We calculate the radiation power as a function of the voltage and observe strong radiation when the ac Josephson frequency satisfies the cavity resonance condition. For this strong radiation from the IJJs mesa, we calculate the radiation patterns. The radiation patterns reflect the existence of two types of internal modes, that is, a uniform background mode and a cavity resonance mode. Furthermore, we find that the radiation patterns are strongly affected by the diffraction at substrate edges.
Calculation Method
In Fig. 1 , we show the schematic figure of three dimensional calculation model. We consider a rectangular IJJs mesa whose IJJs stack along the z axis. The mesa is sandwiched by an substrate and an upper electrode whose geometry is the same as the mesa. We treat the substrate and the electrode as perfect electric conductors. The uniform external current parallel to the z axis is injected from the upper electrode. We assume that the substrate have infinite size in the x-y plane. The dimensions of the mesas are as follows: width w = 0.48λ c , length l = 0.72λ c and thickness h = 0.02λ c , where λ c is the magnetic penetration depth along the IJJ plane.
In this study, we use the finite-difference time-domain method for calculating the EM field inside and outside of the mesa. In the regions outside the IJJs, we solve the three-dimensional Maxwell equations. Inside the IJJs, we solve the dynamical equations of the phase difference and the EM field which are described as follows [13, 14, 17] ,
where, P is the phase difference between the IJJs, E 
is the normalized conductivity and ǫ c is the dielectric constant of the junctions along the c axis. In this study, we take ǫ c = 16 and β = 0.075. Here, we assume the in-phase motion of the phase differences. In the above equations, the dimensionless quantities are used: length
where d is the thickness of the insulating layers of IJJs, and the current
The far field radiation patterns are calculated from the equivalent electric and magnetic current along the surface of the calculation region [24] .
For investigating the radiation from the inhomogeneous mesa, we consider the appearance of "hot spot" where the temperature is locally high. In our model, such hot spot is simulated by decreasing the local critical current. We take j ′ c (x, y) = 1 − γ in the hot spot region(x s < x < x e , y s < y < y e ) and j schematic figures of the geometries of the mesas. Tthe radiation from the homogeneous mesa are also investigated as a reference. The radiation for various hot spot positions were discussed in our previous work [17] .
Results and discussions
First, we examine the radiation power versus voltage (P-V) curves of the mesas. In Figs. 3 (a) and (b), we show the P-V curves of the homogeneous mesa and the inhomogeneous mesas respectively. Here, the power and the voltage are normalized by P 0 = cΦ whose m and n are even appear in the both mesas. Meanwhile, the peaks whose m and n are odd only appear in the inhomogeneous mesa. In the mesa-structured IJJs, the excitation of the EM mode comes from the ac Josephson current flowing through the mesa, and the distribution of the ac Josephson current has the symmetry corresponding to the mesa structure unless the solitonic states appear. Hence, in a homogeneous rectangular mesa, the odd-numbered cavity modes whose electric fields are asymmetric with respect to the center of the mesa cannot be excited. On the other hand, in the inhomogeneous mesa, the odd-numbered cavity modes appear because the hot spots break the reflectional symmetries of the rectangular mesas. Furthermore, the increase of the asymmetric nature of the mesa enhances the mode excitation as can be seen in Fig. 3 (b) . Next, we investigate the internal modes of the mesa at the peak voltages. Hereafter, we show the results for γ = 0.2. To investigate the oscillation part of the electric field, we take the Fourier transform of the electric fields E z in the mesa. Figures 4 (a) and (b) show the amplitude maps of the Fourier components of E z at the ac Josephson frequency for V = 6.44V p , and V = 12.7V p respectively. These figures show the appearance of the standing waves corresponding to the cavity resonance modes. However, the amplitudes of the electric fields at the positions of the nodes have finite values. Since the shape of the standing waves are clearly seen in these figures, this fact indicates the existence of "background oscillating modes" which are almost uniform in the mesas.
Furthermore, for clarifying the relation between the internal modes and radiation patterns, we calculate the threedimensional radiation patterns at peak voltages. Figures 5 (a) shows three-dimensional plots of the radiation intensity I(θ, φ) at V = 6.44V p , and Fig 5 (b) shows the polar plots of I(θ, 90
• ) in the x-z plane and I(θ, 0 • ) in the y-z plane at V = 6.44V p . We can see from these figures that the radiation pattern shows strong asymmetry with respect to the y-z plane and is different from that of the usual patch antenna satisfying the (1,0) cavity resonance condition. This asymmetry is explained by the interference between EM waves emitted by two different radiation sources. As previously mentioned, two type of internal mode, namely, background modes and cavity resonance modes, coexist in the IJJs mesa. Hence, the total EM wave is also described by the sum of the EM waves emitted by these modes. If we assume the perfect uniformity of the background mode, this mode emits the EM wave whose electric field is symmetric with respect to the y-z plane. On the other hand, the (1,0) cavity resonance mode emits the EM wave whose electric field is antisymmetric with respect to the y-z plane. Therefore, radiation intensity becomes strong by constructive interference on one side of the y-z plane and weak by destructive interference on the opposite side • ) at V = 12.7V p , which satisfies the (2,0) cavity resonance condition. The radiation intensity decreases to zero at θ = 0
• , similar to that arising from dipole antenna radiation. In contrast to the result obtained from the (1,0) cavity resonance condition, the radiation pattern is almost symmetric with respect to the y-z plane when the voltage satisfy the (2,0) cavity resonance condition. This is because the (2,0) cavity mode emits the EM wave whose electric field is symmetric with respect to the y-z plane similar to the uniform background mode. In this case, interference between the EM waves emitted by both modes results in similar radiation intensities on each side of the y-z plane. The small asymmetric nature shown in Figs. 6 (a) and (b) reflects the fact that the background mode is slightly asymmetric because of the j c modulation at the hot spot.
Finally we calculate the radiation pattern from the mesa placed on finite size substrate. In the above, we show the radiation patterns from the mesa placed on the infinite size substrate. However, the substrate has finite size in the real system, and the wave diffraction at substrate edges can affect the radiation patterns. The dimensions of the substrate are as follows: width L x = 5.76λ c , length L y = 5.76λ c , thickness L z = 0.2λ c . These sizes of the substrate are similar to those in the experimantal study by Kashiwagi et al. [6] . In Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), we show I(θ, φ), I(θ, 90
• ), and I(θ, 0 • ) at V = 12.7V p with finite size substrate. We can see that these radiation patterns are greatly different from those with infinite size substrate shown in Figs. 6. The interference between the emission wave from the mesa and the diffraction wave from the substrate edges leads to a significant change in radiation patterns. Furthermore, the radiation peaks around ±60 degrees shown in Figs. 7 were also reported in Kashiwagi's study [6] . These results indicate that the effect of the diffraction at substrate edges are not negligible in the analyses of the experimental radiation patterns.
Conclusion
In this study, we have studied numerically the three-dimensional radiation patterns from mesa-structured intrinsic Josephson junctions (IJJs). We calculated the electromagnetic fields both inside and outside of IJJs within a inphase approximation. We considered the influence of hot spots in the mesa where j c locally decreases, We observed strong radiation when the ac Josephson frequency satisfies the cavity resonance condition. Due to the existence of the hotspot, the cavity modes in the mesa are strongly excited. For this strong radiation from the IJJs mesa, we calculate the radiation patterns. The radiation patterns reflect the coexistence of two types of internal modes, that is, a uniform background mode and a cavity resonance mode. In particular, the radiation patterns for odd-numbered cavity resonance conditions exhibit asymmetry because of the interference between these two types of radiation waves. Finally, we showed that the radiation patterns were strongly affected by the diffraction at substrate edges. These results indicate that the careful analysis including the diffraction waves is needed for the discussion of the experimental radiation patterns and the internal modes of the mesa.
